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“Emotional Health + Mental Health 
= Physical Health”


“Conservatives & Republicans keep 
the public saving & secure”

“Labour & Democrats keep the 
public working & spending”

“Communism keeps the public 
poor & insecure”

“Only the Liberal Elite are rich & 
free”


“Non-duality is an aspiration of the 
ego, to deny the existence of itself”

“ Triality is an inspiration of the 
Entity, to expansively evolve the 
Soul”

“The non-duality of both Singularity 
& Triality is not a Duality”
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“Singularity, Duality & Triality are a 
Triune Reality”

“Non-dualism is a doctrine”

“Triality is the reality of an 
Individual’s Trial on a Personal Trail. 
The Way of an exclusively unique 
path”

“One does not transform or 
transcend the path, one faithfully 
follows it”

“It is Oneness of the Soul/Self, not 
oneness with the Singularity of 
Source”


“Truth is empowered with its own 
authority”

“When authority is favourable, 
power is graceful”
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“Consciousness is the force of 
Authority”

“Awareness is the magnitude of 
Power”

“Kundalini is the flow of enabled 
Potential”


“Unattractive Entropy”

“Non-attractive Inertia”

“Attractive Flow”


“The polarity of mental chaos”

“The gender of emotional 
confusion”

“The purity of experiential flow”


“Inertia is non-attractive unfulfilled 
potential”
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“Entropy is the un-attractive 
negative polarity of resistance, 
confusion & chaos”

“Stasis is the attractive balance of 
effortlessly flowing freely”


“We are limited by the boundaries 
of what other people deem 
acceptable”

“I am limited by the boundaries of 
what I disallow through my 
disapproval of it being 
unacceptable”


“Communism is National”

“Globalism is Global”

“Globalism is the doctrine of a 
global Elite”
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“Global Governance requires global 
dominance”

“Global dominance requires 51% of 
an electorate to be in favour”

“The Third World War will be 
between the Global Government 
and the people it wants to govern”

“The 51% always wins”

“War is a drama with traumatic 
consequences”

“For a Global Elite to win, they will 
have to accede to the popular vote”

“Any doctrine that does not 
appease the popular demand, will 
fail”

“We all need a doctrine to follow, 
until we find our own way”
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“Whoever prints the money has the 
power”

“Whoever owns the Press has the 
authority”

“Whoever has the authority has the 
power”


“The ‘Free Press’ now has the 
freedom to suppress one side of 
any debate”


“Memes sub-consciously drive me-
me”


“Nerves are centred when emotions 
are balanced”


“Fool proof is the belief in 
intellectual certainty”
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“Intellectual certainty is an 
oxymoron”

“Fool proof is compelling evidence 
of folly”

“Intuitive certainty is no folly”


“Artificial Intelligence is not worthy 
of trust”

“AI is as trustworthy as the 
intellectual who originally 
programmed it”

“AI is believed to be foolproof”


“All discomfort & disease is the 
affect of negative emotional 
feelings caused by negative mental 
beliefs”

“I think that I am ill because I don’t 
feel well”
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“Not feeling well is an 
uncomfortable dis-ease”


“Acute Illness is an emotional pain”

“Chronic Illness is a physical 
problem”

“Critical illness is a mental fear”


“Fear is a perspective of reality that 
although it is real, it is not true”


“Having disallowed the Creationism 
of a Universal Creator, Quantum 
Scientists are developing a General 
Theory of a Quantum Universal 
Constructor”
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“Science now considers Physical 
Laws to be a theory based on a 
good guess”

“Inspired thoughts are intuitive, 
which science believes is a good 
guess”

“As a theory is not yet founded on 
fact, it is presumed to be an 
intelligent guess”

“An intelligent guess that has no 
factual evidence has no intelligent 
information as its basis”

“With intelligent information, I have 
intellectual reasoning. Without 
intelligent information, I guess”

“Is a best guess intuitive or is 
intuition a best guess?”
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“A blind guess has no intuitive 
awareness, therefore no emotional 
intelligence”


“Self-realisation does not require 
the annihilation of the ego. It is the 
realisation from the perspective of 
the ego, the extent of its True Id-
Entity”

“The alignment of the id with its 
entity brings the conscious ego 
sense of self, into balance”


“In the presence of clarity, 
confusion cannot exist”

“With a present direction, I am 
never lost”
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“Acclimatisation is the human 
body’s natural ability to balance its 
internal environment with the 
external environment”

“Tolerance is relative to external 
climate”

“Temperance is relative to internal 
climate”

“I am intolerant of external conflict”

“Internal conflict is intemperance”


“Latitude has an infinite wavelength 
(—)”

“Longitude has an eternal 
frequency (l)”


“Good experiences are not always 
beneficial”

“Good feelings are always right”
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“Good beliefs are not always 
beneficial”

“Right beliefs are always good”

“Right beliefs allow beneficial 
experiences to feel good”


“As comfort & security increases, 
violent death declines”

“As awareness increases, 
accidental death declines”


“It is not the mind that unwinds”

“When my emotion winds down, 
my sub-conscious feelings get 
wound up”

“Suppressed emotion winds me up, 
anger releases it”
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“Pathetic Ethics is the 
consequence of negative thinking”

“Empathic Thought is the best 
Ethos”


“Wrath that is asserted without 
gentleness can be mistaken for 
arrogance”

“Wrath asserts my choice, 
meekness adopts another’s choice 
and arrogance imposes my choice 
onto another”


“Gentleness balances wrath with 
meekness”

“Grace balances greed with 
pleasing”

“Goodness balances pride with 
humility”
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“Kindliness balances lustful desire 
with compassionate caring”

“Gratitude balances gluttony with 
poverty”

“Appreciation balances envy with 
kindness”

“Inspiration balances sloth & duty”


“The gratitude of inspired 
appreciation with the gentleness of 
good grace and the kindliness of 
empathic compassion is ideal in my 
life”


“Awareness is an intuitive sense”

“Consciousness is a physical 
sense”
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“If you expect me to be sensitive to 
your emotional state of being, 
please ensure it is positive”

“Negative expressions of emotion 
cause insensitive reactions from 
other people”


“Frequency allows the mental 
frequency of the continuous flow of 
time”

“Wavelength allows the emotional 
wavelength of the continuous 
expanse of space”

“Vibration allows the physical 
vibration of the continuous 
experience of reality”

“Flow is a force, expanse is a 
magnitude & experience is the 
potential”
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“A moment in time is called a 
thought”

“A motion in space is called a 
feeling”

“A movement in reality is called an 
experience”

“The Earth moves with a 
momentous emotion”

“The Earth’s frequency is one spin 
per day”

“The Earth’s wavelength is one orbit 
per year”

“The Earth’s vibration is one 
revolution per Age”

“The Age of Aquarius allows a 
Revolution of Awareness”


“The centre of gravity is called 
balance”
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“At the centre of balance, gravity is 
non-existent”

“At the fulcrum of a see-saw, no 
gravity is in force”

“When a system is in balance, no 
mediating force is operating”

“Gravity is the so called force that 
brings frequency into balance with 
wavelength”

“Gravity is the perceived force of 
pressure mediation”


“It is not behaviour that is 
emotionally intelligent”

“A response requires emotional 
power & mental intellect”

“A reaction lacks both emotional 
power & mental intellect”
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“Conscious emotional power 
requires emotional intelligence”

“Sub-conscious instinctive reaction 
lacks both emotional power & 
intelligence”

“Emotional Intelligence is 
knowledge of personal emotional 
power, which requires emotional 
intelligence (intellectually & 
intuitively perceivable feelings)”

“Rational Intelligence requires 
physical knowledge, which is 
rational intelligence (rateable 
information)”


“Emotional Intelligence is emotional 
information”

“Emotional Information is a 
personal intuitive feeling”
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“Informing my Self of my intuitive 
feelings is emotionally intelligent”


“Intuition is not the source of 
guidance, it is the channel through 
which inner direction is received”

“Without emotional energy, aware is 
a war”


“Attraction or flow is pressure 
mediation”

“Non-attraction or inertia is 
balance”

“Unattractive repulsion is entropy or 
chaos”

“Current on is flow”

“Current off is inertia”

“Short circuit is entropy”
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“Approving the Intention has 
Clarity”

“Allowing the Attention gives 
Direction”

“Accepting the Action requires 
Presence”


“It is never reasonable to assume”

“Without a clear reason, I make an 
assumption”


“Every viral pandemic is driven by 
fear”


“Too good is never true”

“True is always good”


“The only subversive force is a fear 
or limiting belief”
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“The only harmonic force is pure 
intuitive thought”


“Every toleration is an itch and an 
irritation that is seen as a burning 
problem to be scratched”


“By definition the treatment of a 
virus with an RNA vaccine is 
homeopathic, not allopathic, and as 
yet not Evidence Based Medicine”


“The destiny of enlightenment 
aligns with the Sun”

“The fate of lunacy aligns with the 
Moon”

“The moon is the shadow and a full 
or partial reflection of the sun”
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“You cannot have a Grand Unified 
Theory of Particle Physics, which 
excludes creative energy”

“You cannot know the reason for 
the affect of everything, without 
knowing the actual cause”

“You cannot have a Theory of 
Creation that excludes the Creator”


“The over-stimulation of white 
blood cells by vaccination can turn 
a thrombosis into an embolism”


“An expert on what is right or 
wrong is called a Hubristic Bigot”


“Life is a space-time-reality that we 
pass through”
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“Thoughts, emotions and 
experiences all pass through us, 
when we allow them to”


“The ‘new clean’ is just as toxic as 
the ‘old dirty’”

“The old dirty caused acute illness 
with toxic skin conditions”

“The new clean causes viral 
symptoms”

“The old itch has become the new 
sneeze”


“The journey is experiential and the 
experience is emotional”


“You cannot trust other people to 
know their truth, let alone your 
truth”
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“Anyone who is searching for their 
truth, is lost”

“Anyone who is lost, gets 
confused”

“Anyone who is confused, gets 
frustrated”

“Anyone who is frustrated gets 
angry”

“Anyone who is angry finds it 
intolerable”

“I trust anyone who is intolerably 
frustrated to get angry”


“Pressure mediation is a balancing 
force”

“Gravity is a balancing force”

“We are physically in balance on 
the surface of the Earth”
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“Emotionally Intelligent people do 
not manage conflict, they overcome 
it”

“I overcome conflict by not having 
any conflicting beliefs, views or 
perspectives”

“You cannot fight sub-conscious 
habits & addictions with will power”

“Will power is our sub-conscious 
power, not our conscious power”

“Being conscious of our lack of 
emotional power is not the same as 
being aware of its presence”

“Overcoming addiction requires the 
presence of emotional power”

“All addiction is caused by the 
absence of emotional power”

“All addictive substances are 
emotional energy substitutes”
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“Philosophy cannot solve 
problems”

“With enough love & enough 
wisdom, there are no problems in 
life”

“Philosophy never has a problem, 
only the intellect of the Philosopher 
ever encounters a problem” 

“Philosophy is not an intellectual 
science”


“Consciousness does not create 
reality. It is the medium through 
which physical reality is created”

“Thought does not create reality. It 
is the medium with which physical 
reality is created”
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“Mind is the medium by which 
physical reality is created with 
thought through consciousness”

“Reality is created by the mind, with 
thought through consciousness”

“Awareness does not create 
experience. It is the medium 
through which physical experience 
is created”

“Feeling does not create 
awareness. It is the medium with 
which physical experience is 
created”

“Emotion is the medium by which 
physical experience is created with 
feeling, through awareness”

“Experience is created by emotion, 
with feeling, through awareness”
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“Real Experience is created by an 
emotional mind, with thoughtful 
feeling, through conscious-
awareness”

“The Soul & the Self can experience 
reality the same or differently”


“There is always enough money for 
our physical needs but never 
enough money for our emotional 
needs”

“There is never enough money for 
our physical desires but always 
enough money for our emotional 
passions”


“For the unaware, there is a 
dramatic vortex of energy waiting to 
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drag you into the depths of its 
despair”

“Awareness steers an effortless 
path through the rapids”


“Intuition is the thought”

“Soul is the mind”

“Awareness is the level of 
consciousness”

“Together they are the intuitive 
awareness of the Soul”

“The Soul is always intuitively 
aware of its Self”

“With the awareness of an intuitive 
mind, the Self has a conscious Soul 
Connection, through thought”
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“Using knowledge with authority 
requires that I am the author of that 
knowledge”

“When I own authentic knowledge, 
I authorise it”

“Personal authority allows authentic 
choices”


“Intuition, Inspiration & Imagination 
are my Inner connection to my 
Inventive Innovation with the Insight 
to Initiate my Ingenuity and Induct 
my Initiative with the  Innovation of 
my Innate Creativity”


“Without inner sense, my incense 
will smoulder or flare as an inner 
rage”
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“With inner sense, my incense 
kindles with an aromatic flair”


“Pity is identifying with another, 
who is in an emotional pit of 
despair”

“Feeling another’s despair helps 
neither me nor them”

“Pity helps those in their pit to 
remain there longer”


“From the Soul’s perspective, there 
is only one direction, which it 
directs with emotional support”

“The Soul has no distinction 
between guidance & support”

“The Self can be intellectually 
guided without emotional support 
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or emotionally supported without 
intellectual guidance”

“The Soul is an Intuitive Inner 
Guide, not an Intellectual”


“The Now is immanently present”

“The future is imminently occurring”

“Instantly is present now”

“Momentarily is present soon”


“The Soul creates a potential & the 
Self realises that potential”

“The potential of the Soul is 
omnipotent”

“The potential of the Self is 
realistic”


“The Soul doesn’t enter the body, it 
is never separate from the body”
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“It is not power that is corrupt, it is 
the authority of external influence 
that is corrupt”

“It is corrupt thinking that cedes 
authority to a corrupt external 
influence”

“Absolute power is certainly 
benign”

“Absolute Power is omnipotent”


“Problems are not creative and are 
not created, they are caused”

“Trying to solve a problem before it 
is a problem, causes a problem”

“Pandemics never existed until we 
tried to solve the potential problem 
of a future pandemic”
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“The solution to the problem of an 
epidemic becoming a pandemic, 
caused a pandemic”

“A pandemic is a global epidemic 
of the globalisation of disease 
medication”

“For decades the world suffered 
from sporadic flu epidemics, which 
killed millions of people annually”

“Global health initiatives turned 
isolated flu epidemics into a global 
coronavirus pandemic”


“Never impose a boundary that is 
an imposition”

“Imposing my authority onto 
another is by definition an 
imposition”
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“Having another authority imposed 
on me is by definition an 
imposition”

“My standards are adopted, not 
imposed”


“Testing new MRNA vaccines on 
live human beings can only happen 
lawfully under the provisions of an 
emergency powers Act”

“Only a global pandemic warrants 
the provision of an emergency 
powers act, which allows live 
testing of MRNA vaccines on 
human Beings”

“The diagnosis of a seasonal flu 
epidemic, with symptoms of viral 
pneumonia, as a novel coronavirus 
pandemic, called COVID-19, with 
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an inflated prognosis of premature 
fatalities, allowed the use of 
emergency legislation to allow 
Human Beings to be treated as 
guinea pigs, research monkeys & 
lab rats”


“Who instigated Conspiracy 
Theories: Conspirators or 
Theorists?”


“Emotion happens to me”

“Feeling happens by me”

“Awareness happens through me”


“Thinking happens to me”

“Mind happens by me”

“Consciousness happens through 
me”
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“Mindful feelings turn emotional 
thoughts into conscious-
awareness”


“The emotion we express has a 
choice of positive or negative 
polarity”

“Those who express a negative 
polarity of emotion, always think 
the worst”

“When I choose my emotional 
expression by default, it is usually 
negative”


“Mind is the focus of conscious 
thought”

“Consciousness is a mindful 
thought”
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“Thought is a mind being 
conscious”

“Being fully focused is Awareness”


“Thinking that I am safe & 
comfortable are relative beliefs”

“Feeling comfortable & safe are 
absolute experiences”

“When I do not feel absolutely 
comfortable, I feel relatively 
uncomfortable”

“Feeling uncomfortable & unsafe 
are relative to beliefs, not feelings”


“Self healing is effective when 
effectively, I heal my Self”

“The cause of self healing is self 
healing”
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“Self healing causes the Self to heal 
effectively”

“Disease or Dis-ease is the affect of 
a cause”

“Dis-ease is the affect caused by a 
disease”

“The disease is the confusion about 
what causes the dis-ease”

“When dis-ease is not seen as a 
symptom of self healing, it is 
believed to be infectious. The 
cause of the infection is called a 
disease”

“With no distinction between the 
dis-ease and the disease, the 
cause and the affect become 
confused because both are seen as 
infectious”
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“Does the disease cause the dis-
ease or does the dis-ease cause 
the disease?”

“When dis-ease is the effective 
effect of self healing, there is no 
disease”

“Low emotional power causes 
discomfort & dis-ease, not disease”

“We are all slowly dying from the 
dis-ease of low emotional power, 
which we believe to be a disease 
caused by a pathogen”

“A pathogen (pathos=emotional 
power, gen=genetic information) is 
believed to be the cause of all 
disease not the effect”

“Negative genetic information 
causes negative emotional power”
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“Positive genetic self healing both 
requires and allows the flow of 
positive emotional power”

“With positive emotional power, 
self-healing is pain free, fear free & 
problem free”

“Negative emotional thinking 
causes the affect of negative 
emotional power, which is 
experienced as discomfort or dis-
ease”

“The discomfort of dis-ease causes 
the belief in infectious pathogenic 
disease”


“A remedy is a solution to a 
problem”

“Health is never a problem”
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“A healthy perspective maintains a 
healthy experience”

“Health dissolves into a solution 
when seen to be a problem”


“Mindlessness requires Ignorance”

“Mindfulness requires Presence”

“Mind-freeness requires 
Immanence”


“I am an effective creator, once I 
overcome the duality of cause & 
affect”

“I cause an affect by me”

“Creativity effectively flows through 
me”

“I effect a result, which is effective”

“I affect a cause when I cause a 
different effect”
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“What I make happen, I effect”

“What I interfere with, I affect”

“I create an effect”

“I cause an affect”

“I am adjectively effective”

“I am objectively affected or 
infected by my external 
environment”

“I objectively affect or infect the 
environment”

“I subjectively affect or infect my 
own internal & external 
environment”


“Asserting my own authority is 
effective when I allow others to 
assert their authority”

“Asserting my authority means 
making my choice for my Self”
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“Asserting my authority onto other 
people is an imposition, which 
attracts other people to assert their 
influence over me”

“Asserting my choice is beneficial”

“Imposing my choice is an 
imposition”

“Assertively managing one’s own 
choices is confidently affirming 
one’s own direction”

“Assertively managing other people 
is arrogantly directing other people”

“Subjective assertiveness promotes 
confidence”

“Objective assertiveness promotes 
arrogance”


“The power of manifestation is the I 
Am”
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“I am a manifestation of who I am”

“Who I am is the power of 
manifestation”


“Make a statement with arrogance”

“Ask a question with confidence”


“The difference between a Dog & a 
Racist is the Dog is happy being a 
Dog”


“Focus affects a cause”

“Negative focus causes an 
infection”


“Being good enough to compete 
requires assertiveness & 
dominance”
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“Asserting my choice without 
imposing my choice confronts an 
issue without conflict”


“When we put our emotions to one 
side and make choices with our 
rational intellect alone, we 
disconnect our innate wisdom”

“When we make the mental choices 
that we need to make because of 
our emotional attachments, those 
choices may be irrational and 
unintelligent”


“Wise choices are made with an 
intuitively empowered and 
emotionally intelligent intellect”
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“Most people struggle to know 
what is best for their self, yet have 
no problem telling other people 
what is best for them”


“Dominion means choice”

“Humans have a choice that other 
animals do not have”

“We have neither power nor 
authority over other animals”


“All chronic illness is caused by 
Auto-Immune Deficiency - AIDS”

“AIDS is a syndrome caused by a 
deficiency in the auto-immune 
system”

“Chronic illness is caused by the 
inappropriate treatment of an acute 
illness” 
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“Plato’s Forms are Mental 
Concepts”

“Concepts are conceived mentally”


“Utopia & Dystopia are not a 
duality”

“Utopia is not an extreme but the 
balance between many forms of 
dystopia”


“The Alive are Awake, Alert & 
Aware”

“The Undead are alive, awake & 
unaware”

“The Dead are aware, unalive & 
unaware”
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“Dark Matter is real but it doesn’t 
exist”

“Dark is a non-existential matter”

“What is unseen has no existence”


“Positively emotionally effective”

“Negatively emotionally affected”


“When life happens to me, it is hell”

“When life happens by me, it is 
purgatory”

“When life happens through me, it 
is paradise”


“Objective Reality is whatever I can 
physically see, hear, smell, taste or 
touch. It is the reality of the world 
out there. I object to any really 
negative experiences I encounter”
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“Subjective Reality is whatever I 
perceive to be happening to me or 
by me. It is the reality of the world 
experienced in here. I subject 
myself to the world that appears 
real to me”

“Adjective Reality is whatever I 
intuitively know, feel or see to be 
my experience of life happening 
through me. It is the reality of a 
certainly beneficial world created 
specifically by my Self for my Self”


“When injustice happens to me, I 
am a victim”

“When justice happens to me, I get 
compensation”

“When justice happens by me, I get 
revenge”
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“When justice happens through me, 
it just is just”

“When justice happens as me, it is 
the Law of Attraction in action”


“Violence is either a conscious 
action or a sub-conscious reaction 
to intense frustration, intolerance or 
anger”

“It is not possible for someone with 
dementia to choose a violent 
response”


“I cannot be emotionally 
disconnected and care for other 
people”

“Without sensitivity, detachment is 
emotional disconnection”
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“When I am emotionally 
disconnected, I am still involved in 
the drama”


“The Education System teaches 
how to memorise, not how to learn. 
It teaches information not wisdom”


“Nobody ever learns to lose”

“Being proud when losing requires 
humility”

“Modesty is for winners, not losers”

“Losers are lost, winners have a 
clear direction”

“Winning well requires poignance, 
immanence & dominance”


“Ignorance is a poor education”

“Poverty is being poor financially”
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“Illness is poor health, being 
poorly”


“The sense with which Sensitivity is 
attained is intuitive”


“A SAGE without wisdom is just an 
arrogant bigot”


“Health is attained with wealth and 
wisdom”

“Poverty & Ignorance deliver an 
Illness Service”

“Ignorance in the Health Service is 
emotional not rational”

“Poverty in the Health Service is 
evident”

“Illness in the Health Service is a 
prerequisite for admission”
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“The Health Service has neither the 
time, the money nor the experience 
to look after healthy people”


“The belief that people who do not 
see life from my perspective are 
incredibly stupid, is incredibly 
stupid”

“The belief that other people are 
ignorant, ignores the knowledge 
that forms their perspective”


“Asking a Physician to physically 
see to your cough is an impossible 
request”

“Coughs can only be seen 
intuitively”
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“Caring about someone is making 
choices in their best interests”

“Resonating in sympathy and pity is 
not a loving expression of care”

“You cannot resonate in sympathy 
with anyone that you are 
emotionally disconnected from”

“I choose not to resonate in 
sympathy with anyone. I choose 
sensitive detachment”


“Failing to survive the treatment of 
a National Illness Service is always 
fatal”


“Empathy with another’s 
experience requires sensitivity”

“Compassion with another’s 
feelings requires sensitivity”
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“I objectively empathise with 
another’s positive experience”

“I objectively sympathise with 
another’s negative experience”

“I subjectively empathise with my 
own experience, when I am on 
track”

“I am objectively apathetic to 
another’s negative feelings”

“I positively share another’s feelings 
with compassion”


“An Organic perspective sees all 
disease as being caused by 
microscopic pathogens”

“A Cellular perspective sees all dis-
ease as being caused by an 
energetic imbalance”
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“Thinking misaligned with thought 
is an energetic imbalance”

“Beliefs misaligned with Truths is an 
energetic imbalance”

“Feelings misaligned with emotions 
is an energetic imbalance”


“Energetic Imbalance causes 
Cellular Stress”

“Cellular stress causes Organic 
Stress”. 


“Negative beliefs cause negative 
thinking, which causes negative 
emotions, which is experienced as 
negative wellbeing, called Dis-
ease”
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“In the Age of Comfort & Security, 
our insecure fears cause our 
discomfort”

“In the Age of Awareness, energetic 
balance ensures our wellbeing”


“Honour is not a duty”

“Honour is an expression of 
integrity that is in allegiance to a 
personal destiny”

“Faithful & loyal to my Liege - my 
Soul, with unwavering love and 
devotion”


“The Aether is a creative flow of 
potential, a potent flow of creativity 
and a flow of creative potential”
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“With no blue-print for our life, we 
follow the blueprint of a powerful 
leader”


“Illness is a problem, healing is a 
challenge, wellbeing is an 
opportunity”


“When care is a duty, there is no 
love involved”


“Does the Medical Establishment 
consider arrogance, bigotry & 
hubris to be a mental disorder, an 
emotional imbalance or standard 
practice in the NHS”


“A Sense of Clarity is knowing what 
is true because it feels right and 
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knowing what is right because it 
feels good”


“Enlightenment never happens to 
you, only through you”


“Paradise has a Health Service that 
maintains wellbeing, a Financial 
Service that provides enough and 
an Education Service that facilitates 
learning wisdom”

“In Paradise, everyone is healthy, 
wealthy & wise”

“In Paradise, everyone is content, 
fulfilled & joyful”

“In Paradise, everyone allows their 
life to unfold in a uniquely beneficial 
way”
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“In Paradise there are high personal 
standards and extensive personal 
boundaries”

“In Paradise, there is no organic 
stress, no cellular stress and no 
molecular stress caused by toxic 
external pathogens”

“In Paradise the only justice is the 
Law of Attraction and the only rule 
is Golden”

“In Paradise, everyone has the 
freedom to choose their own 
thoughts”

“In Paradise, miracles are an 
everyday occurrence”


“Para = Beyond: DISE = Doing It 
Spiritually Effortlessly”
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“FELICE: Feeling Emotion, Living 
Intuitively, Continuously Expansive”


“Ignoring your own emotions is 
being unemotional”

“Ignoring other people’s emotions 
is being insensitive”

“Ignoring intuition is being 
disconnected”

“Ignorance of emotional needs 
causes irrational, inclusive, 
attachments”

“Ignorance of emotional intelligence 
is unawareness”


“Wisdom requires: An emotionally 
sensitive connection with an 
exclusively rational detachment”
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“All the problems in the world are 
caused by our misguided way of 
seeing and understanding the 
world”


“Hubris is pride masquerading as 
self-esteem”

“Bigotry is arrogance 
masquerading as self-confidence”

“Avarice is greed masquerading as 
self-worth”


“Freedom is the ability of the Mind 
to create its own experience of 
reality”


“Meditation is the mental tuning of 
brain wave activity to an alpha 
frequency of thought, for the 
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purpose of receiving super-
conscious guidance & support”

“The purpose of meditation is not 
to facilitate relaxation”

“The purpose of relaxation is to 
facilitate meditation”


“Being Gay is a choice, not a 
condition”

“Homosexual means same sex, 
emotionally attracted to contrasting 
genders”


“When hubris is outstanding, 
bigotry is self-important and 
avarice is self-evident, then self-
confidence is truly arrogant”
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“Modern Medical Practice is to 
maintain dignity, in the absence of 
Integrity”


“Whereas, Mediumship is not an 
exact science, it is certainly an art”


“Beauty is the appreciation of our 
passions & desires”

“Beauty appreciates with passion & 
desire”

“I passionately desire a thing of 
beauty”


“Lust is a desire without passion”


“Gnosticism is the knowledge of 
intuitive knowing”
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“As both reality and truth are 
subjective, judgment can only rely 
on objective facts”

“Subjective experiences need no 
proof, whereas objective facts do”

“The absence of objective proof 
does not invalidate a subjectively 
real or true experience”


“Life happens to me with the 
perspective of my sub-conscious 
Id”

“Life happens by me with the 
perspective of my conscious ego”

“Life happens through me with the 
perspective of my super-conscious 
entity”
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“Life happens as me with the 
perspective of my supra-conscious 
Soul”


“The only thing I create as me, is 
me”


“Spiritual Power is Emotional”

“Emotion is the power of Spirit”

“Mind is the authority of Spirit”

“Body is the ability of Spirit”


“Mahu are Beings of pure energy, 
with a balanced neutral gender”


“Security & Tenure are not the same 
thing”
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“To react to someone else’s 
arbitrary, contrary or contentious 
behaviour is arbitrary, contrary & 
contentious”

“Never join another on their 
negative path”

“Ensuring others are allowed to 
follow their own path, whilst 
remaining true to one’s own path, 
requires the integrity of sensitive 
detachment”


“Tenure & insecurity are not the 
same”

“When obsessed with tenure, I am 
possessed with insecurity”

“The need for tenure of security is a 
statement of insecurity”
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“Tenure is possession, Insecurity is 
obsession”

“Our Security Service is obsessed 
with insecurity”

“Freedom is attained by a society, 
once their obsession with insecurity 
is overcome”


“In our own search for clarity, we 
enlighten others”


“When we plan for the worst, we 
usually achieve it”


“Prudence is saving money by not 
wasting it”

“Providence is spending money 
wisely”
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“We are not conscious of our sense 
of awareness”

“Awareness is a super-conscious 
sense, not a conscious sense”

“I have a conscious sense of sight, 
hearing, taste, smell & touch”

“I have a super-conscious sense of 
seeing, knowing & feeling, when I 
am aware of it”


“If you think the people who serve 
you are mindless idiots, then the 
robots that succeed them will be 
also”

“If you appreciate the people who 
assist you, you will welcome the 
robots that succeed them”
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“I publish my thoughts for public 
appraisal. I keep my prejudiced 
thinking to myself”


“Ownership is a belief, not an 
intuition”


“Once something is expressed 
publicly, it is no longer private”

“There is no middle ground 
between privacy & publicity”

“The only way to keep something 
private is to express it to nobody”


“Happiness & Wellbeing only ever 
happen through me, when I allow 
them to”
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“A massless particle is a pure 
energy wave”

“Pure energy has no physicality, no 
mass”

“Mass defines physical reality”

“Weight & wait are both relative to 
time”

“Volume is relative to space”

“Physical Mass is relative to 
physical reality”


“Good things happen to those who 
are true to their Self”

“With clarity, direction & presence; I 
am true to my Self”

“When I am lost, confused & 
frustrated, bad things appear to 
happen to me”
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“I can choose to accept conditions 
as they exist, or accept the 
responsibility for changing them. 
Alternatively, I can choose to 
accept conditions as they exist, 
and accept the responsibility for 
changing them.”


“In the 19th century, Homeopathic 
Practitioners unwittingly prescribed 
small quantities of toxic elements 
as medicines”

“In the 20th century, Allopathic 
Practitioners unwittingly injected 
small quantities of toxic bacteria & 
viruses as medicines”

“In the 21st century, Health 
Practitioners promoted personal 
self healing without the need for 
medication”
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“As a child with mumps, measles & 
chicken pox, I self healed with the 
assistance of TLC, PMA & a bottle 
of Lucozade”

“As an adult, with glandular fever, I 
self healed with TLC & PMA 
because there is no known medical 
treatment”

“TLC requires self care”

“PMA requires positive self care”

“Positive self care allows self 
healing to be effective & 
efficacious“


“Give your own time, accept your 
own space, live your own reality”


“In Religion the Holy Spirit is 
absent. There is just you, the 
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physical body and God, a mental 
construct of your mind”


“In Spirituality the whole spirit is 
present in a physical entity, with 
mental consciousness & emotional 
awareness”


“When I give my approval, I accept 
my allowance by allowing my 
acceptance”


“I suffer the pain of my fearful 
problems”

“I welcome the lessons of my 
forthcoming challenges”

“I enable the opportunities of my 
powerful authority”
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“My sub-conscious reactively does 
unto others what others do unto 
me”

“My conscious proactively chooses 
to do unto others as others do unto 
me or chooses to do unto others as 
I would have others do unto me”

“My super-conscious responsively 
is unto others as I choose others to 
be unto me”


“What I am doing is my role, who I 
am being is my essence”

“The essence of my learning is to 
be a learned learner”


“My Conscience is intuitive”
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“To believe the lymphatic system is 
an immune system is akin to 
believing that our dustmen are an 
army who fight rubbish”

“We do not fight toxic rubbish, we 
remove it”

“Hoarding toxic mental rubbish 
blocks the physical lymphatic 
system”


“An Activist fights what they fear”

“A Coward fears what they fight”

“A Pacifist faces the challenge to 
overcome their fear”

“Fight or Flight is the choice 
between a coward and an activist”


“There is only one Light Source - 
the Aether”
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“Every apparent light source is just 
a perturbation of the aether”

“Agitate a copper wire with an 
electron flow and it vibrates with a 
frequency of visible light”

“The Sun is a nuclear fusion 
reactor, not a Light Source but a 
Light Generator”


“When the Master declares you are 
no longer a slave, you are free to 
become his pupil”

“The pupil is in the I of the follower”

“The final lesson the pupil learns is 
how to be a Master”


“If life is happening through me in a 
beneficial way, why change my 
perspective?”
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“Life only happens through me, as 
me”

“Life happens through me from the 
perspective of the Self”

“Life happens as me from the 
perspective of the Soul”

“Life happens by me from the 
perspective of the ego”

“Life happens to me from the 
perspective of the Id”


“A positive perspective sees Space 
as infinite potential”

“A negative perspective believes 
counter space to be potentially 
inert or impotent”


“Inertia is inert creative ability”

“Entropy is chaotic creative ability”
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“Resistance is negative creative 
ability”


“Beneficial emotion is the language 
of the Soul”

“Negative emotion is perceived by 
a negative belief system that is 
fearful”

“When I filter pure emotion through 
a negative belief system, I 
experience fear”

“A synergy of pure thought & 
emotion enhances personal 
experience”

“Experience is a synergy of thought 
& emotion”


“Leadership through Being - has 
power”
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“Leadership by Doing - needs 
motivation”


“Thinking is the primary cause of 
dis-ease”

“Dis-ease is the primary cause of 
diseased thinking”

“Diseased thinking is the primary 
cause of disease”


“The cause of inertia is blocked 
imagination”

“The cause of entropy is blocked 
emotional intelligence”

“The cause of resistance is a 
negative mental choice due to 
blocked emotional intelligence, with 
no creative imagination”
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“Emotional Intelligence allows 
creative imagination to flow into 
personal experience”

“Entropy is the natural affect of the 
absence of clarity”

“Inertia is the natural affect of the 
absence of direction”

“Resistance is the natural affect of 
the absence of presence”

“In the absence of clarity, I get 
angry”

“In the absence of direction, I 
become intolerant”

“In the absence of presence, I get 
frustrated”


“An Observer observes what is 
happening to me or by me”
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“A Visionary envisions every 
beneficial experience that happens 
through me and as me”


“Creativity is imaginative”

“Imagination is creative”

“Imagination is a Soul perspective”

“Visualisation is an ego or sole 
perspective”

“Imagination is an unconscious 
competence”

“Visualisation is a conscious 
competence”


“I create abundance by defining it”

“I experience abundance through 
allowing it”
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“What I believe that I have to 
create, I believe does not already 
exist”

“I cannot allow that which does not 
exist”

“Trying to create my creative ability 
is a statement of not being 
creative”


“Imagination conceives a concept”

“Conception realises a concept”

“Perception experiences a 
concept”

“Appreciation appreciates a 
concept”


“I realise an abundant life when I 
realise that I am experiencing 
abundance in my life”
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“My Soul’s sole experience is the 
abundant contentment of enough”

“Enough for now is the presence of 
contentment in a moment of 
abundance”


“The pain of resistance”

“The fear of entropy”

“The problem with inertia”

“The benefit of flow”


“The presence of clear direction 
overcomes resistance, entropy & 
inertia”

“With resistance, I get lost”

“With entropy, I get confused”

“With inertia, I get frustrated”

“Inertia is the presence of potential 
and the absence of benefit”
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“The potential of benefit is in its 
realisation”

“Seeing the benefit allows it to be 
realised”


“Imagination is a supra-conscious 
sense”

“I’m a creative genie”


“Clearing the Past brings the 
presence of clarity”


“To say ‘I have rights’ is to admit 
that I do what I am told I have the 
right to do”

“To say ‘I have choice’ is only true 
when I exercise my choice”


“Imagination is wonderful”
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“Wonder is imaginative”

“When I wonder in the future, I 
wander”

“Imagine the presence of wonder”


“Radical ideas arise from Source”

“The Establishment abhors radical 
Idealism”

“Radical ideas from Source are 
Ideal for an Individual and an 
anathema to the Establishment”


“The emotional flow of fluid thought 
is the flux of ideal experience”

“Mind is Water & Fluid”

“Emotion is Air & Flow”

“Body is Earth & Flux”

“Spirit is Fire & Flair”
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“The Intellect wonders how to 
attain something”

“Intuition knows that wonder is how 
to attain something”


“Gratitude puts what I have now 
into my future”

“Appreciation grows what I have 
now in my future”

“Wonder sees what I have now is 
always enough”

“How Providence provides is 
wonderful”


“A Wonderful Life is Ideal”

“Wonder is an emotional 
experience, not an intellectual 
exercise”

“Wonder is absolute, not relative”
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“When I think more, I wonder less”

“Being wonder free is not my 
objective”

“Neither half full not half empty is 
wonderful”

“When my glass is full, life is 
wonderful”

“When wonder is a verb, it is not 
attractive”

“When wonder is a feeling, it’s 
potential is powerful”

“The wonder of imagination is its 
creative potential”

“Potentially creative imagination is 
wonderful”

“The potential of imagination is 
wonderfully creative”

“The potential of wonder is to 
imagine the Creator”
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“The creator of wonder is imaginary 
potential”


“The power of Oneness is Emotion”

“The power of Twoness is Will 
power”

“The power of Threeness is 
Conscious-awareness”

“The power of Fourness is creative”


“In a world of physical & mental 
duality, their is a sub-conscious 
drive to re-unite with the emotional 
power of Oneness”


“Dementia is a loss of choice, 
causing mental inertia”

“If I choose not to choose, long 
enough, I lose my ability to choose”
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“Choosing to choose whatever 
turns up, is a choice”

“Heart disease is the dis-ease of 
the Heart, caused by emotional 
entropy”

“Cancer is the loss of the ability to 
self-heal, causing physical 
resistance”

“Physical resistance causes cancer, 
emotional entropy causes heart 
disease, mental inertia causes 
dementia”


“The entropy of emotional flow”

“The inertia of mental fluidity”

“The resistance of physical flux”

“The absence of spiritual flair”
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“The key to an ideal life is spiritual 
balance”

“The key to spiritual balance is 
emotional intelligence”

“The key to emotional intelligence 
is intuition”

“The key to intuition is awareness”

“The awareness of intuitive 
emotional intelligence empowers 
the ability to create an ideal life of 
one’s own choice”

“The awareness of mental guidance 
authorises one’s own choice”

“The balance of emotional power & 
mental authority enables an ideal 
physical life”
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“Appreciating how wonderful life is, 
maintains that as one’s own 
personal experience”

“I wonder how wonderful wonder 
really is”

“Wonder is inspired with awareness 
and confused with doubt”

“Wondering what might happen in 
the future or what might have 
happened in the past, blocks 
wonder being present in the now”


“Energy is not a medicine”

“Health is not maintained through 
the treatment of illness with 
medicine”
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“The only way to prove the 
potential of anything is to create it, 
then experience it”


“We cannot unknowingly live in a 
higher dimension of 
consciousness”


“I do not follow my intuition, I follow 
the path in direct alignment with my 
intuitive insight”


“Fighting the evil in others 
empowers it”

“Overcoming one’s own negative 
beliefs disempowers, invalidates & 
negates them”
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“When my fear no longer has my 
authority, it no longer has any 
power”


“The experience of an emotional 
thought is Imagination”
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